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ABSTRACT Protein solubility prediction is essential to understand diverse types of biological processes
and to explore the impact of different factors (ionic strength, temperature, PH of medium and electrostatic
repulsion) on the productivity of proteins. It also plays an important role in disease analysis and drug
development processes. Protein solubility prediction through experimental approaches is time-consuming,
labour intensive and error-prone. To empower the process of protein solubility prediction and facilitate large
scale analysis, 16 different computational predictors have been proposed. However, these predictors have low
predictive performancemainly due to extraction of less semantic and discriminative features from raw protein
sequences. Existing predictors either extract sequence order information or positional information, while
both types of information are important to discriminate soluble and insoluble proteins. This paper presents a
novel encoder CTAPAAC capable of generating statistical representations of protein sequences by extracting
4 different types of information correlation, distribution, composition and transition. Over 4 benchmark
datasets a comprehensive intrinsic and extrinsic performance analysis of proposed and 14 most widely used
existing protein sequence encoders reveals that proposed encoder has more potential in transforming soluble
and insoluble protein sequences into statistical vectors having discriminative patterns among soluble and
insoluble classes. Proposed encoder alongwith random forest classifier outperforms existing best performing
protein solubility predictors with a significant margin of 6%, 7%, 25% and 10% over PSI:Biology, E.coli,
price and Esol datasets in terms of accuracy. Source code of proposed predictor is publicly available at
https://github.com/Faiza-Mehmood/RPPSP.

INDEX TERMS Solubility prediction, machine learning, statistical representation method, novel sequence
encoder, composition transition distribution, physicochemical properties.

I. INTRODUCTION
Proteins are complex nitrogenous organic compounds, that
are comprised of long chains of amino acids joined through
peptide bonds [37]. These molecules are essential for humans
and other living organisms as they perform diverse types
of biological processes like metabolic reactions, PH main-
tenance, oxygen transformation and message transmission
in cells [37]. They support immune system to enhance its
defensive role and are responsible to control different types
of physical processes such as speaking, listening, breathing,
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and walking and also control growth of different organs such
as hair, nails, bones and skin [69]. To make sure proper
working of biological and physical processes, healthy food
maintains the quality and quantity of proteins in cells [79].
Based on molecular structure and biological roles, proteins
are broadly categorized into three major categories namely:
simple, conjugated and derived proteins [23]. A large num-
ber of amino acids form simple proteins, while conjugated
proteins are formed by the combination of simple proteins
and non-protein stuff in body [23]. Derived proteins are pro-
duced through simple and conjugated proteins e.g., peptides,
proteoses, recombinant and denatured proteins [44]. Among
different types of proteins, recombinant proteins a subtype
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of derived proteins are gaining more attention where biol-
ogists are keenly interested to deeply explore their diverse
types of roles in cellular processes [47]. Commonly, these
proteins are considered more important as they control the
expression of genes and translation of mRNA [77]. Apart
from their involvement in biological processes, they are being
utilized for the development of diverse types of medicines
such as recombinant human insulin, recombinant hormones,
interleukins, tumour necrosis factors, growth factors, blood
clotting factors, interferons and thrombolytic drugs [48], [90].

Medicine industries produce recombinant proteins through
genetic engineering processes by using multiple types of
bacteria such as Escherichia coli (E.coli), and yeast [15].
Approximately 25-57% of recombinant proteins are soluble
and 33-35% are insoluble [28], [70]. Protein solubility degree
depends upon several factors such as ionic strength, temper-
ature, PH of medium, type of solvent and balance between
hydrophobic interaction and electrostatic repulsion in protein
molecules [31], [93]. Ionic strength can increase or decrease
protein solubility such as at isoelectric (PI) point net-charge
becomes zero [93], which makes attractive forces predomi-
nant and protein becomes insoluble, while at lower and higher
values of (PI) protein holds a negative or positive charge
that increases the solubility of proteins [93]. Mainly phar-
maceutical industries only utilize soluble proteins because
insoluble proteins create complications such as in prokary-
otes they cause overexpression of heterologous proteins that
create inclusion bodies [27], [43]. These inclusion bodies
cause three main diseases hepatitis, hepatorenal syndrome
and hepato pulmonary syndrome [16]. Solubility level of
recombinant proteins has significant importance in the devel-
opment of medicines, novel therapies and antibodies [31].

A vast quantity of soluble proteins is essential for devel-
oping fine dispersed colloidal systems [72], [92], [93] that
control the flow of blood and avoid blood clotting and
ascites [32], [92]. The shortfall of soluble proteins may
damage the colloidal system that affects diverse biological
processes, such as in the case of weak colloidal system water
enters interstitial tissues and can cause complication of mul-
tiple diseases such as chronic kidney disease that may lead
to ascites, decompensated chronic liver disease (DCLD) that
may also lead to ascites and hypovolemic shock [1], [32].
To perform diverse types of disease analysis, it is important
to ensure the required quantity of soluble proteins in different
cells. As different factors affect the solubility of proteins,
so for the task of solubility prediction it is important to deeply
explore the impact of these factors that can be utilized to
maintain the solubility level in different cells. Protein solubil-
ity prediction is also important to diagnose colloidal system
complications and drug development.

Traditional experimental approaches predict protein sol-
ubility levels by utilizing equilibrium concentration of pro-
teins, solvent contributions and conformational entropy that
is capable of accurately calculating the flexibility and
sensitivity of structural behaviour [3], [86]. Protein solubility

level prediction through experimental approaches is expen-
sive, error-prone and time-consuming [86]. Hence, the afore-
mentioned challenges analyze protein sequences impossible
at large scale.

Following the success of machine and deep learning
approaches in different application areas such as energy
forecasting [46], [60], automation of finance departmental
tasks [14], forgery analysis [45], [59] and bioinformatics [26],
[49]. Researchers have developed 16 AI-based predictors
that are capable of predicting solubility level of recombi-
nant proteins from raw protein sequences [12], [63]. Work-
ing paradigm of existing predictors can be categorized into
two main phases. Firstly, raw protein sequences are trans-
formed into statistical vectors as machine and deep learning
classifiers cannot directly operate on raw sequences due to
their inherent dependency over statistical vectors [6], [8].
In the second phase, transformed vectors are utilized to train
machine and deep learning based classifiers.

In the marathon of developing more powerful protein
solubility predictor, to transform raw protein sequences
into statistical vectors [5], [7], [8],researchers have uti-
lized 19 different encoders. However, these encoders do
not capture sequence order information such as inter-
dependencies between amino acids and distributional,
compositional as well as transitional information of
amino acids [20], [34], [50], [51].

In second stage, for discriminating statistical vectors into
soluble and insoluble classes, researchers have utilized 7 dif-
ferent machine learning classifiers [18], [64], [68], [75],
[76] and 8 deep learning based classifiers. Among deep
learning classifiers, 3 classifiers are convolutional neural
network based [41], [56], [88] and 2 classifiers are long
short term memory (LSTM) based [36], [67]. One classifier
is graph based [18] and one method is based on language
modelling [85].

Performance of classifiers mainly relies on the quality of
generated statistical vectors, as protein sequences are made
up of repetitive patterns of 20 unique amino acids [7]. While
performing classification based on raw protein sequences,
it is considered that distribution of unique amino acids at
different positions is almost identical in the protein sequences
of same class; while their positional distribution in the
sequences of different classes slightly varies [9], [80]. The
prime objective of protein sequence encoding methods is
to extract position aware distribution of amino acids in
protein sequences and encode such information into sta-
tistical vectors. It is widely accepted, that simple classi-
fiers can produce better performance when they are fed
with comprehensive features that contain discriminative pat-
terns among different classes, while sophisticated classifiers
may not perform better when they are fed with feature
vectors that contain non-discriminative patterns. According
to our best knowledge, there does not exist any encoding
method that generates statistical representations of protein
sequences by capturing amino acids occurrence and their
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compositional and transitional information along with corre-
lational information.

To empower the process of discriminating soluble and
insoluble proteins using only raw protein sequences, con-
tributions of this paper are manifold: (I) It presents
CTAPAAC a novel sequence encoding method that
transforms raw protein sequences into statistical vectors by
capturing amino acid’s correlational, distributional, compo-
sitional and transitional information from raw sequences.
(II) To precisely capture amino acids correlational infor-
mation, proposed encoder deeply explores the potential of
different physicochemical properties. In order to reap the
benefits of different physicochemical properties, it combines
statistical representations of top-performing properties by
utilizing a phenomenon similar to forward feature selection
method. (III) Over 4 public benchmark datasets, it performs
an intrinsic performance analysis of proposed CTAPAAC
and 14 existing most widely used protein sequence encoding
methods. (IV) Over 4 public benchmark datasets, using
7 different machine learning classifiers, it performs extrinsic
performance analysis of proposed CTAPAAC and 14 exist-
ing most widely used protein sequence encoding methods.
(V) Comprehensive performance comparison of proposed
predictor with 19 existing protein solubility predictors over
4 public benchmark datasets.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In the marathon of developing AI based robust and precise
end to end pipelines for the prediction of protein solubility,
researchers have utilized diverse types of feature encoding
methods and machine/deep learning based predictors that are
summarized in this section.

Smialowski et al. [76] proposed a machine learning
based approach namely PROSO that uses SVM and Naïve
Bayes classifiers in series. For statistical vectors represen-
tation they used the frequency based encoder Amino acid
composition (AAC). They carried out experimentation on
E.coli species dataset collected from targetDB database,1

and achieved performance values of 0.434 and 0.72 in terms
of Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) and accuracy
respectively. Magnan et al. [57] proposed a machine learning
model namely SolPro that used two stage SVM model and
employed information of seven group based encoders includ-
ing Natural-20, Hydropho-5, ConfSimi-7, BlosumSM-8,
ClustEM-14, ClustEM-17, PhysChem-7 by computing fre-
quencies of unimer, bimer and trimer of a sequence to gen-
erate the feature representation. For experimentation they
prepared the balanced protein solubility dataset from different
databases namely PDB, targetDB, and SwissProt and pro-
duced 0.5938 accuracy.

Huang et al. [40] proposed a scoring card method SCM
that generates the dipeptide score of a sequence to pre-
dict its solubility. They trained intelligent genetic method
as a classifier and performed experimentation using one

1http://targetdb.pdb.org/

benchmark dataset SolProDB and other self prepared dataset
Sd957. Authors performed 10-fold cross validation and
achieved accuracy of 0.8429 and 0.539 over Sd957 and SoL-
proDB respectively. Smialowski et al. [75] produced PROSO
II extension of PROSO by replacing the first layer clas-
sifier with the combination of parzen window model to
capture the similarity information of sequence Further-
more, they employed AAC features to logistic regres-
sion classifier followed by logistic regression classifier at
second layer, and reported accuracy and MCC score of
0.754 and 0.39 respectively. Agostini et al. [2] developed
a webserver namely ccSOL for the prediction of solubil-
ity in E.coli gene expressions (heterologous and endoge-
nous). They feed hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, disorder,
α-helix and β-sheet information of sequence to ccSOL and
outperformed Smialowski et al. [75] with 0.829 AUROC,
Magnan et al. [57] with 0.857 AUROC and Niwa et al. [63]
with 0.933 AUROC.

Rawi et al. [68] explored the combined effect of direct
and structural feature information of sequences by feeding as
input to gradient boosting classifier. To evaluate the proposed
model namely PaRSnIP they used Smialowski et al. [75]
dataset for training and Chang et al. [17] for testing.
Further they achieved 0.70 accuracy and 0.48 MCC.
Khurana et al. [41] proposed a deep learning based method
namely DeepSol by feeding direct and structural information
of sequences. They performed experimentation by using
Smialowski et al. [75] as a train set and Chang et al. [17] as a
test set and produced 0.77 accuracy. Following the success
of generative adversarial approaches in diverse domains,
Han et al. [33] utilised it for data augmentation. Further they
utilised multi layer perceptron model for classification of
sequences into soluble and insoluble classes. Authors per-
formed experimentation over benchmark dataset [63] related
to ecoli species and proposed predictor managed to pro-
duce performance values of 0.45 R2 score and 0.05 MSE
error.

Considering the B-factor normalization by computing the
flexibility and dynamics of protein sequence structure [82],
[87], Bhandari et al. [12] proposed a Solubility Weight Index
‘‘SWI’’ approach that computes length independent com-
position based weights to predict the level of solubility in
protein sequence. To evaluate the SWI approach they per-
formed experimentation over two benchmark datasets namely
PSI:Biology [12] and esol [63] proteins of 196 different
species that are expressed in E.coli and it produced per-
formance figures of 0.71 AUC and 0.50 R2 respectively.
Furthermore, they have provided the web interface to pre-
dict the solubility level and maximize the protein expres-
sions. Hou et al. [39] developed the structure based solubility
prediction method namely SOLart that employs sequence
basic, secondary struct, statistical potential and composi-
tion information by introducing ten new feature descriptors.
They performed experimentation on 4 different benchmark
datasets DEcoli, DScerevisiae, MEcoli, MScerevisiae with 5 fold
cross validation and managed to produced performance 25%
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23% 28% and 24% in terms of RMSE error respectively.
They also have provided a web-interface for protein solubility
prediction.

Chen et al. [18] explored the potential of 5 different encod-
ing methods namely BLOSUM62, AAPHY7, PSSM, HMM
and SPIDER3 to transform protein sequences into statistical
vectors. They developed GraphSol named protein solubility
predictor by using graph neural network to extract discrim-
inative features and attention mechanism with an aim to
feed classifier with more comprehensive weights of discrim-
inative features. GraphSol predictor was evaluated on two
different species (S.cerevisiae, E.coli) benchmark datasets by
taking different combinations of statistical vectors, encoded
through 5 different encoders. Graphsol managed to produce
performance values of 0.782 accuracy, 0.873 AUC, and 0.501
R2 score over benchmark public dataset namely esol inde-
pendent test set and 0.37 R2 score over S.cerevisiae test set.
Wang et al. [88] proposed DDcCNN predictor which makes
use of convolutional layers to extract discriminative features
of sequences into soluble and insoluble classes. DDcCNN
was fed with statistical vectors generated from raw sequences
by capturing gap based local and global features. DDc-
CNN was evaluated on Smialowski et al [75] benchmark
dataset and it produced performance figures 0.7782, 0.7613,
0.7932 and 0.57 in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity
and MCC respectively. Madani et al. [56] proposed DSRes-
Sol predictor relies on multiple Resnet blocks which make
DSResSol training process smooth by providing different
paths for gradient back flow. Further, they fed DSResSol
model with statistical vectors that were generated by extract-
ing diverse types of information from raw sequences such
as sequence length, molecular weights, sequence instability
and chemical properties of sequence including atomicity,
gravy, hydrophobicity, charge etc. DSResSol performance
was analysed by experimentation over two different indepen-
dent test sets related to E.coli species benchmark datasets
provided by [17] and [65]. Over both datasets DSRes-
Sol managed to produce performance values of 0.796 and
0.629 in terms of accuracy of chang et al. [17] andNESG [65]
respectively.

Table 1 summarizes existing protein solubility predictors
in terms of used sequence encoding methods, datasets and
classifiers along with their performance values.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section briefly describes different modules of proposed
RPPSP predictor graphical illustration which is shown in
Figure 1. In Figure 1 data preparation module describes
benchmark datasets that are used for experimentation, a com-
prehensive detail of this module is provided in subsection
III-C. Second module illustrates proposed encoding method
which is briefly described in subsection III-A. Third module
represents different machine learning classifiers and evalua-
tion measures, details of which are described in section III-D
and III-E, respectively.

A. PROPOSED COMPOSITION AND TRANSITION AWARE
AMPHIPHILIC PSEUDO-AMINO ACID COMPOSITION
ENCODER (CTAPAAC)
Chou et al. [21] proposed a protein sequence encoding
method named pseudo amino acid composition that trans-
forms raw protein sequences into statistical vectors by cap-
turing distributional information of 20 unique amino acids.
To generate more comprehensive statistical vectors of pro-
tein sequences, Chou et al. [22] introduced modified ver-
sion of pseudo amino acid composition named Amphiphilic
Pseudo Amino Acid Composition (APAAC) [22]. APAAC
encoder generates statistical vectors by capturing amino
acid’s distribution and their correlation [24], [30], [53]
information from protein sequences. Although APAAC
encoder captures amino acid’s distributions and corre-
lation information, however, it remains fail to extract
their composition and transition information from protein
sequences.

Considering the need of a powerful encoding method that
generates statistical vectors by extracting diverse types of
information, we introduce Composition and Transition aware
Amphiphilic Pseudo-Amino Acid Composition (CTAPAAC)
encoder capable of capturing 4 different types of information
namely: amino acids correlation, distribution, composition
and transition.

In order to capture amino acids correlation informa-
tion, following chou et al., we utilize 3 physicochemical
properties namely: hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity and side
chain mass. These properties facilitate to determine the
characteristics of protein sequences by computing diverse
types of information such as ionic strength, interactive
and catalytic mechanisms. Such information helps predic-
tor to discriminate protein sequences into different classes.
Table 2 illustrates physicochemical values of 20 amino acids
for 3 properties.

For each property, mean and standard deviation of amino
acids property values are computed using Equations 1 and 2.
Utilizing mean and standard deviation, normalized property
values are computed using Equation 3.

Mean[Pn] =

∑20
i=1 Pn[AAi]

20
(1)

SD[Pn] =

√∑20
i=1(Pn[AAi] −Mean[Pn])2

20
(2)

Properties[Pn] =
Pn[AAi] −Mean[Pn]

SD[Pn]
(3)

In Equations 1, 2 and 3 Pn represents physicochemical
properties where:

∴ n ϵ (hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, sidechainmass)

‘AAi’ denotes amino acids of protein sequence, i.e.

∴ AAiϵ[A,R,N ,D,C,Q,E,G,H , I ,L,K ,M ,F,P, S,

T ,W ,Y ,V ]
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TABLE 1. A comprehensive survey of existing protein solubility predictors.

TABLE 2. Physicochemical values of 20 amino acids for 3 properties namely hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity and side chain mass.

In order to understand the working paradigm of proposed
encoder to generate statistical vectors by utilizing processed
physicochemical values and raw protein sequences, let’s take
a hypothetical protein sequence.

A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,AL−1,AL (4)

In hypothetical protein sequence, A1,A2, . . . .AL denotes
different amino acids. To capture amino acids correlation
information at different levels, following chou et al., we gen-
erate bi-mers with different lag values. Equation 5, illustrates

bi-mers generated with different lag values.
A1A2,A2A3,A3A4, . . . . . .AL−1AL with lag 1
A1A3,A2A4,A3A5, . . . . . .AL−2AL with lag 2
A1A4,A2A5,A3A6, . . . . . .AL−3AL with lag 3
A1Al+1,A2A2+l,A3A3+l, . . . . . .AL−lAL with lag l

(5)

Equation 6 describes the process of physicochemical prop-
erties information incorporation into generated bi-mers. Uti-
lizing experimentally pre-computed physicochemical values
of amino acids (provided in Table 2), generated bi-mers com-
putes correlation information of amino acids at different gap
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FIGURE 1. Three basic modules of proposed predictor: (A) Dataset Construction: Public benchmark datasets are prepared by collecting
sequences from different databases like TargetTrack, eSol, PecpDB and target DB (B) Feature Representation CTAPAAC: Generates numerical
representations of protein sequences by using proposed encoder CTAPAAC (C) Model Construcion: Performance evaluation of 7 different
machine learning classifiers.

levels. s described in Equation 6.

Bi− mers_Correlation_information

= A1 × Al+1 ∴ A1 : Property_value_of _First_AminoAcid

∴ Al+1 : Property_value_of _Second_AminoAcid (6)

Correlation[Pn][lagk ]

=
(
∑len(seq)−l

j=1 Property_value_of _bimer[j]−Mean[Pn])/20√∑len(seq)−l
j=1 (Property_value_of _bimer[j]−Mean[Pn])2

20
(7)

Furthermore, correlation of bi-mers for each property at
different lag values is computed using Equation 7, where
lagk represents range of lag values at which bi-mers with
different gaps of amino acids in the sequence are generated
andPn denotes nth property. In this Equation property value of
each bi-mer is computed using Equation 6 and mean of each
property is computed using Equation 1. Furthermore, to cal-
culate overall correlation of bi-mers at different lag values,
Equation 8 normalizes each correlation value at particular
lag with bi-mers of the sequence and sum normalized values
using all lag values. Equation 9 scales computed correlation
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values at different scales in the range of 0.1 to 1.

Encoding[Pn] =

lag∑
k=1

Correlation[Pn][lagk ]
seq(len) − lagk

. (8)

Encoding[pn][lagk ] =
w× Correlation[Pn][lagk ]
w× Encoding[pn] + 1

. (9)

In Equation 9, w is weight parameter that contains scalar
values.

Chou et al. incorporated correlational information into dis-
tributional information by counting the occurrence frequency
of each amino acid in a sequence, that is further normalized
with overall correlation values of amino acids. Equations 8
and 10, describe mathematical expressions to compute cor-
relation and distribution information of amino acids. Hence,
a final 20-dimensional vector is generated, where each value
represents normalized frequency of an unique amino acid.

Dist[AA] =
frequency of AA in sequence

w× Encoding[Pn] + 1
(10)

Rather than extracting and incorporating only distribution
information of amino acids into physicochemical properties
based correlation information of bi-mers, we propose to also
extract and include, transition and composition information
of amino acids.

1) COMPOSITION INFORMATION
Compositional information denotes consecutive two and
three times occurrence frequency of an amino acid in a whole
sequence and it can be computed using Equations 11 and 12,
as shown at the bottom of the page. Figure 2 (b) presents a toy
example to illustrates the process of computing amino acids
composition information in a protein sequence at two differ-
ent levels: consecutive two times and consecutive three times
occurrence frequencies of amino acids. Hence, proposed
encoder extracts and encodes compositional information of
raw sequences into 40-dimensional vector in which first 20-
dimensions represent consecutive two times occurrence and
remaining 20-dimensions represent consecutive three times
occurrence of an unique amino acid.

2) TRANSITION INFORMATION
Transition information describes how often different amino
acids occur in a sequence. Figure 2 (c) shows the transitional
information extraction process of amino acid ‘A’ with respect
to other 19 amino acids. In the sequence, count of ‘A’ amino
acid when post-amino acid is from other 19 amino acids is
4 as described in 1-0 transition and similarly count of ‘A’
amino acid when pre-amino acid is from other 19 amino acids

is 4 as described in 0-1 transition.

Trans[!AA][AA] =
Count of (0 − 1) Transition
w× Encoding[Pn] + 1

(13)

Trans[AA][!AA] =
Count of (1 − 0) Transition
w× Encoding[Pn] + 1

(14)

Equations 13 and 14 describe mathematical expressions to
compute 1-0 and 0-1 transition information of amino acids,
respectively. Proposed encoder extracts and encodes transi-
tional information into 40-dimensions vector where first 20-
dimensions represent 1-0 transitions and last 20-dimensions
represent 0-1 transitional frequencies of 20 unique amino
acids. Equation 15 describes the concatenation process of
all 4 different types of information.

CTAPAAC =



Encoding[pn][lagk ]
⊕

Dist[AA]
⊕

Comp[AA2]
⊕

Comp[AA3]
⊕

Trans[!AA][AA]
⊕

Trans[AA][!AA]

(15)

Furthermore, to analyze whether more comprehensive
information about distribution, transition and composition of
amino acids can be captured at global level by taking full
sequence or at local level from subsequences, we generate
statistical vectors in two different settings. In first setting,
we take full sequence of protein as explained above. In second
setting, we first generate equal length subsequences repre-
sented by ‘l’. To explain this setting more briefly let’s we
have a hypothetical sequence A1,A2,A3, . . .AL , considering
‘l = 3’ that means given sequence will be divided into 3 equal
parts, each subsequence will be consider independent and a
statistical vector will be generated separately. In this way for
distributional information rather than 20 dimensional vector,
20 × l dimensional vector will be generated. Similarly, for
compositional 40 × l dimensional, 40 × l dimensional for
transitional information will be produced.

Finally, concatenate the all above captured information
(correlational 9, distributional 10, compositional 11, 12
and transitional 13, 14) of protein sequence as shown in
Equation 15. Thus, final statistical vector will be of dimension
[(20× l)×5+ lag]×n where 20 are the unique amino acids,
‘l’ is subsequences, 5 is sequence order information captured
through 5 different ways: distributional, 2 compositional
(consecutive two, consecutive three) and two transitional
(1-0, 0-1), while n is for number of physicochemical prop-
erties (hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity and side chain mass).
To summarize the process of statistical vector generation of
protein sequences through proposed encoder a pseudo code
is given here.

Comp[AA2] =
Consecutive Two times occurrence of same AminoAcids

w× Encoding[Pn] + 1
(11)

Comp[AA3] =
Consecutive Three times occurrence of same AminoAcids

w× Encoding[Pn] + 1
(12)
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FIGURE 2. The process of computing amino acids distribution composition and transition information.

B. EXISTING PROTEIN SEQUENCE ENCODERS
This section briefly summarizes 14 existing most widely
used protein sequence encoders. These encoders are briefly
described in several manuscripts, so here we only pro-
vide short description, interested readers can see more
detail in referred articles. Considering working paradigm for
transforming protein sequences into statistical vectors, all
14 encoders can be put into 4 different categories namely;
physicochemical properties, block substitution, amino acids
distribution and group-based.

Among existing encoders the most simple encoding
method is block substitution method [19] which directly
maps amino acids to experimentally pre-computed values.
AESNN3 [52] is block substitution based method in which
each amino acid is replaced with 3-dimensional vector of
aligned learning, hence generated sequence encoding vector
has (‘length of sequence’ × 3) dimensions. Dipeptide Com-
position (DPC) [13], Distancepair [54], Dipeptide deviation
from expectedmean (DDE) [71], and Adaptive skip dipeptide
composition (ASDC) [89] encoders belongs to amino acids
distribution category. DPC [13] transforms protein sequences
into statistical vectors by computing distribution of amino
acids in the protein sequences. Distancepair [54] encoder

generates statistical representation by computing amino acids
bimers distribution at different gaps. For example, at dis-
tance = 4, it will calculate frequency of each amino acid at
uni-mer level and compute frequency of bimers generated
with gap 0, 1, and 2. DDE [71] also generates statistical
representation of protein sequences by computing distribu-
tion of bi-mer codons. ASDC [89] is also amino acids dis-
tribution computation method, which first computes amino
acids bi-mers occurrence frequency and normalize them with
sequence length.

In order to capture information of amino acids in a
comprehensive manner researchers have proposed group
based encoding methods namely; Grouped Amino Acid
Composition (GAAC) [94], Grouped Di-peptide Compo-
sition (GDPC) [94] and Grouped Tri-peptide Composi-
tion (GTPC) [94]. Group based encoder working paradigm
can be summarised into 3 different phases. First, make
different groups of amino acids based on their chemi-
cal structure, molecular formulas and structural behavior.
Second, generate k-mers of raw sequences e.g. uni-mer,
bi-mer, tri-mer. Third, calculate k-mers occurrence fre-
quencies and normalize with k-mer sequence length. How-
ever, these encoders lack to capture inter-dependencies of
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Algorithm 1 Variational Amphiphilic Pseudo-Amino
Acid Composition Statistical Representation Method for
Protein Sequences
Input:
Lag size k
number of subsequences l
number of properties n
Amino Acid AA
1. Normalize Property values of Amino Acids Properties[Pn]
Compute Mean of each PropertyMean[Pn]
Compute Standard Deviation of each Property SD[Pn]
2. Compute correlation for each property with lag size
correlation[Pn][lagk ]
Generate bi-mers of sequence with lag size
for l = 1 to l do

3. Capture Distributional information Dist[AA]
Compute normalized frequency information of each AA
4. Capture Compositional information Comp[AA]
Compute normalized frequency information of two consecutive same
AA occurrence Comp[AA2]
Compute normalized frequency information of three consecutive
same AA occurrence Comp[AA3]
5. Capture Transitional information Trans[AA]
Compute normalized frequency information of 0-1 transaction
Trans[!AA][AA]
Compute normalized frequency information of 1-0 transaction
Trans[AA][!AA]

6. Generate the Statistical representation of Protein sequence
Encoding
Combine the steps 2,3,4,5 captured information Statistical
Representation

amino acids and sequence order information of protein
sequences.

CTDC(Composition) [25], CTDT(Transition) [25] and
CTDD(Distribution) [29] are physicochemical property
based encoders that has 3 groups and each group has
further 13 properties. CTDC(Composition) [25] encoder
computes the frequency of amino acids with respect to
groups and their respective physicochemical properties.
CTDT(Transition) [25] encoder generates the bi-mer of raw
sequences and then compute the frequency of bi-mers with
respect to groups and their respective physicochemical prop-
erties. CTDD(Distribution) [29] encoder computes frequency
by dealing with five different distributions 1%, 25%, 50%,
75%, and 100% of amino acids for each property in all
3 groups.

Quasi Sequence order (QSOrder) [73] encoder transforms
protein sequences into statistical vectors using two different
physicochemical properties schneider and grantham. Simi-
larly, Pseudo-amino acid composition (PAAC) [21] encoder
generates statistical representation oof raw sequences
using three physicochemical properties Hydrophobicity,
hydrophilicity and side chain mass.

C. BENCHMARK DATASETS
This section briefly describes the details of 4 benchmark
datasets that are used to verify the practical significance of
proposed predictor.

Since the last decade, protein structure exploration has
been an active area of research. A well-known project named

protein structure initiative (PSI) was started in 2000 and
successfully completed in 2017. This project generated a
large amount of experimentally verified data that is avail-
able in Targettrack database [11]. Participants registered it
separately and provide different kinds of information for
protein structures like solubility level and explicit expres-
sions [74]. Bhandari et al. [12] utilized Targettrack database
to develop soluble/insoluble proteins benchmark dataset
PSI:biology that contains experimentally verified 3726 sol-
uble and 7500 insoluble protein sequences, Distribution os
dataset is shown in Figure 3. Over this dataset, performance
of 10 different AI-based protein solubility predictors are eval-
uated under 5 folds cross-validation based experimentation.

FIGURE 3. Statistics of 4 benchmark datasets in terms of samples
distribution in soluble and insoluble classes.

Another protein solubility prediction dataset namely eSOL
was developed by Niwa et al. [63], they collected 4132 pro-
teins from eSOL database. In order to train classifier more
comprehensively by avoiding model over and under fitting
in training process, they removed 1395 samples that had
sequence similarity greater than 25 and E-value less than
1e−6. Authors also developed an independent test set that
contains 285 soluble and 399 insoluble proteins as shown
in Figure 3. To date, 6 different AI-based predictors have
been evaluated over eSol dataset. Over, train set researchers
performed 5 fold cross-validation to report their performance
values and also reported their performance over an indepen-
dent test set.

Smialowski et al. [75] prepared e-coli species dataset
by collecting 58689 soluble and 70954 insoluble proteins
from pepcDB database2 [68]. In order to reduce the redun-
dancy in training data they used CD-hit tool and removed

2http://pepcdb.sbkb.org/
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FIGURE 4. Sequence length distribution analysis in 4 benchmark datasets.

60223 sequences that have a similarity greater than 90%.
Researchers utilized different types of experimentation on
this dataset. However, recently Wang et al. [88] provided
standard train test split of dataset with 90% training data
and 10% test data. E-coli species dataset has been utilized
to evaluate the performance of 6 AI-based predictors.

Price et al. [65] extracted 9644 E.coli protein sequences
from one of the PSI centers namely North East Structural
Genomics (NESG) to prepare protein solubility prediction
dataset ‘‘Price’’. They processed dataset according to usabil-
ity value where usability is the product of proteins expression
value (E) and solubility level (S). They discard 2385 proteins
which have a usability value of less than 4. They also pro-
vided independent test set having 842 soluble proteins and
481 insoluble proteins sequences. They performed experi-
mentation in 2 ways: 5 fold cross-validation and independent
test set. Price dataset has been utilized to evaluate the perfor-
mance of 9 AI-based predictors.

Figure 4, illustrates sequence length distribution of
4 benchmark datasets. PSI:biology dataset sequences length
varies from 50 to 800 amino acids. eSol dataset sequences
length varies from 100 to 1300 amino acids. Length of
sequences in the Price dataset varies from 50 to 950 amino
acids. Among all 4 benchmark datasets, Ecoli dataset
sequences have the highest length variability with a span of
20 to 1700 amino acids.

D. PROTEIN SOLUBILITY PREDICTORS
This section summarizes the details of 7 different classifiers
that are used to perform an extrinsic performance analysis of

proposed CTAPAAC and 14 existing encoders for the task of
protein solubility prediction.

1) DECISION TREE CLASSIFIER (DT)
is a tree-based structure comprising of decision nodes and leaf
nodes, the former decides the feature to split the data and later
defines class of data point. The splitting criterion is based on
maximum information gain for each node. To optimally split
the data, model traverses’ nodes by comparing every possible
split and searches the best features which maximize entropy
gain with minimal value of Gini index. It recursively splits
the data points until reaches the class label.

2) RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIER (RF)
is a collection of multiple random decision trees with low
sensitivity to training data in contrast to decision tree. A set
of datasets is generated from original dataset having random
samples with replacement of data instances called bootstrap-
ping. Decision trees are trained on boot strapped data with
a subset of features. To make a prediction an average result
from random decision trees is computed which is called
aggregation.

3) EXTRA TREE CLASSIFIER (ET)
is an ensemble of bagging and random forest. In contrast to
random forest ETC utilizes complete data to build a decision
tree and randomly chooses data split at each node.

4) ADAPTIVE BOOSTING (AB)
operates sequentially to train a strong classifier from several
weak classifiers. To determine overall error, each classifier
is first fitted on the original data. The classifiers are trained
using a modified dataset that assigns more weight to inac-
curately labeled observations. An effective classifier is pro-
duced after N iterations of this technique.

5) LOGISTIC REGRESSION (LR)
model estimates probability of categorical data, by learning
the relationship between independent and dependent vari-
ables. Mean squared error serves as cost function for linear
regression. It will result in a non-convex function of variables
if this is utilized for logistic regression (theta).

6) GRADIENT BOOSTING (GB)
builds sequential models with a focus to reduce error of
previous model. This is achieved by training new model
on errors in the previous model’s prediction. It scales the
previous model by adding prediction of new model. Hence,
it determines error patterns that are not captured in previous
model. Throughout the iterative process of learning it updates
three parameters target, prediction and error until the pre-
dicted values are closer to the actual value.

Unlike gradient boost, Extreme Gradient Boosting
(XGB) parallelly builds model and offers regularization
parameters which improve model generalization over unseen
data.
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7) EXTENDED K NEAREST NEIGHBORS
ExtKNN [4] is an advanced version of traditional KNN
algorithm. First, it creates sampled data set using bootstrap
strategies and then calculates distance between data and tar-
get. Based on calculated distance, it locates the shortest dis-
tance, records predicted value, upgrades the target and repeats
K times. Lastly, voting method is used to determine final
prediction.

E. EVALUATION MEASURES
A fair performance comparison of proposed RPPSP approach
with existing computational approaches [18], [41], [88] over
4 benchmark datasets is performed using 9 most com-
monly used evaluation metrics including accuracy (ACC),
F1-score (F1), Precision (Pre), Recall (Rec), Specificity
(SP), Sensitivity (SN), Matthews Correlation Coefficient
(MCC), Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristics
(AUROC) [42] and Area Under Precision Recall Curve
(AUPRC) [55].

f (x) =



Accuracy =
TP+FP

TP+FP+TN+FN

Precision =
TP

TP+FP

Recall =
TP

TP+FN

Specificity =
TN

TN+FP

Sensitivity =
TP

TP+FN

F1 =
TP

TP+
(FP+FN )

2

MCC =
(TP∗TN )−(FP∗FN )

√
(TN+FN )∗(TN+FP)∗(TP+FN )∗(TP+FP)

AUROC =
1
2 (

TN
TN+FP +

TP
TP+FN )

AUPRC =
1
2 (

TP
TP+FN ∗

TP
TP+FP )

(16)

In Equation 16, true positive (TP) represents the number
of protein sequences where solubility level is correctly pre-
dicted, true negative (TN) represents the number of protein
sequences where insoluble proteins are correctly predicted.
Whereas, false positive (FP) refers to number of protein
sequences where soluble proteins are wrongly predicted and
false negatives (FN) refer to number of protein sequences
that are wrongly predicted in insoluble class. Furthermore,
to ensure that the performance of proposed RPPSP predic-
tor is not biased towards the magnitude of corpus classes,
MCC, AUROC and AUPRC are used. While MCC com-
putes overall model performance by taking all 4 performance
parameters true positive, false positive, true negative and
false negative into account along with size of positive and
negative classes. AUROC assists to analyze trade-off among
false positive rate and true positive rate through equiva-
lently caring about true positive and true negatives. Whereas,
AUPRC analyzes trade-off among true positive rate and pos-
itive predicted value, paying more attention on how effi-
ciently model can predict soluble proteins from all proteins
sequences.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Proposed predictor is implemented in python language by
utilizing three main APIs namely Biopython,3 scikit-learn4

and iLearn Plus.5 Optimal hyperparameters selection has
significant impact on the performance of machine learning
classifiers. Following the success of grid search approach in
previous studies [61], [66], [81], we performed classifiers
hyperparameters optimization through grid search. Initially,
select the subsequence split value ‘L’ from 1 to 4 for sta-
tistical encoder. Performance of Boosting classifiers such
as AdaBoost [91], decision tree [91], gradient boost [68]
and random forest [18] is highly dependent upon number of
estimators, learning rate, maximum depth and split criterion.
ElasticNet [10], Extratree [10], logistic regressor [75] and
SGD [58] classifier’s performance can be improved by select-
ing appropriate values of alpha, l1, tol, penalty, maximum iter-
ations and selection criterion. Table 3 summarizes the ranges
of different hyperparameters for 9 different classifiers and
optimal values of hyperparameters for each dataset selected
by grid search.

V. RESULTS
This section describes discriminative distribution of amino
acids in soluble and insoluble protein sequences. It illus-
trates the performance of random forest classifier at
different settings of proposed encoder. Furthermore, it sum-
marizes intrinsic performance comparison of proposed
encoder and traditional APAAC encoder. It also illustrates
extrinsic performance comparison of proposed and traditional
APAAC encoders using 7 different machine learning clas-
sifiers. Finally, over 4 benchmark datasets under the hood
of 2 different experimental settings 5 folds cross-validation
and independent test sets, it compares the performance of
proposed encoder and RF classifier based predictor with
19 existing protein solubility predictors [2], [12], [18], [33],
[35], [36], [38], [41], [57], [67], [68], [75], [78], [84], [88] in
terms of 8 different evaluation measures.

A. AMINO ACIDS DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
We utilize sequence logo library [83] to analyze distribution
of amino acids in both soluble and insoluble classes. As illus-
trated in Figure 4, length of sequences varies from 20 to
1750 amino acids. It is difficult to graphically visualize posi-
tion aware distribution of amino acids in longer sequences
such as sequences having length of 175 amino acids. Hence,
to visualize position aware discriminative potential of amino
acids in both classes, we take 40 amino acids from start of
each sequence and discarded amino acids from the sequences
that lie after 40th position. Here, we assumed that distribution
of amino acids in other part of sequences will be almost
similar to their distribution in first 40 amino acids of the
sequences. Furthermore, we discarded sequences from the

3https://biopython.org/
4https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
5https://github.com/Superzchen/iLearnPlus
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TABLE 3. Grid search ranges of classifiers hyperparameters and their optimal values.

datasets which have length less than 40 amino acids. Figure 5
shows position aware distributions of amino acids in soluble
and insoluble classes using 4 benchmark datasets. To make
visual analysis simple, we drop rare amino acids with position
aware occurrence probability less than 0.07 in the sequences
of whole dataset. Such type of rare patterns do not contribute
in learning discriminative patterns, so while performing dis-
criminative analysis we just drop them.

Overall in all 4 datasets, distribution of amino acids in both
classes is almost similar such as in 3 datasets (PSI:biology,
eSol and Ecoli) both soluble and insoluble classes amino acid
‘L:leucine’ occurs frequently. In price dataset along with L
two other amino acids ‘A:alanine’ and ‘G:glycine’ also occur
and as compared to other datasets in this dataset distribution is
more discriminative. This distributional analysis reveals that
encoding methods which consider only amino acids distribu-
tional information to generate statistical vectors will degrade
the performance of classifiers. Because, statistical vectors
generated through such encoding method, will not contain

discriminative patterns and classifiers performance relies on
the discriminative patterns present in input vectors. In a nut-
shell, it can be concluded that statistical vectors generated
through the extraction of 4 different types of information (dis-
tributional, correlational, transitional and compositional) may
facilitate classifiers to more precisely discriminate between
soluble and insoluble classes.

B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF RF CLASSIFIER AT
DIFFERENT SETTINGS OF PROPOSED ENCODER
The proposed encoder transforms raw protein sequences
into statistical vectors by capturing four different types of
information namely: physicochemical, distributional, com-
positional and transitional. With an aim to analyze whether
correlational, distributional, transitional and compositional
information can be more comprehensively captured at the
global level from the full protein sequence or at the local
level where first we divide the sequence into different-length
subsequences and then from each subsequence, we extract
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FIGURE 5. Amino acids distribution analysis among soluble and insoluble
proteins using 4 benchmarkÂ datasets.

FIGURE 6. Over different benchmark datasets, Random Forest classifier
performance analysis using subregions of sequences.

all four types of information and finally concatenate infor-
mation of all subsequences. Furthermore, at the local level,
we generate subsequences in 3 different settings. In 1st setting
we divide full sequences into 2 equal length subsequences,
in 2nd and 3rd settings we generate 3 and 4 equal length sub-
sequences, respectively. Figure 6 illustrates the performance
values produced by the Random Forest classifier by taking
statistical vectors generated through the proposed encoder by
capturing sequence information at global and local levels.
Over 3 datasets (price-indep, price k-fold and PSI biology)
Random Forest classifier has produced a similar performance
for both types of vectors generated at the global and local
levels. Among the other 3 datasets, the Esol-indep dataset

classifier produces better performance at the global level.
Furthermore, at the local level among 3 different settings, the
classifier produces better performance at settings 1.

In a nutshell, it can be concluded that, better statistical
representations can be generated by capturing physicochem-
ical, compositional, transitional and invariance information
from full sequence, rather than taking subsequences. How-
ever, in particular task maximum length of sequence is
around 1650. The idea of capturing information from sub-
sequences may works better for tasks where sequence length
is in several thousand.

C. INTRINSIC PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF
TRADITIONAL AND PROPOSED SEQUENCE ENCODERS
This section performs intrinsic performance comparison of
proposed and 14 traditional encoders, where aim is to ana-
lyze the quality of statistical vectors generated through both
proposed and traditional encoders. It is widely, accepted
that if input samples contain discriminative features between
different classes then a simple classifier can produced bet-
ter performance, conversely, in case of non discriminative
a sophisticated classifier may also remains fail to produce
better performance [62]. This intrinsic analysis graphically
visualize statistical vectors generated through proposed and
traditional encoders, where prime objective is to analyze
whether statistical vectors of soluble and insoluble classes are
more separable for traditional encoders or proposed encoder.

Figure 7 illustrates the clusters of positive and nega-
tive classes across E.coli benchmark dataset, visualized by
reducing generated statistical vectors to 20% dimensions
using principal component analysis and 2 dimensions using
t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding. Graphical anal-
ysis of soluble and insoluble classes clusters across all tra-
ditional encoders indicates that existing encoder’s statisti-
cal vectors remain fails to generate highly disjoint clusters.
Unlike existing encoders, proposed encoder CTAPAAC gen-
erated statistical vectors produce disjoint clusters for both
classes. Existing encoders remain fail to produce disjoint
clusters because these encoders generate statistical vectors
by utilizing physicochemical properties or extracting amino
acids distribution information and does not take composi-
tional and transitional invariances of amino acids into account
which leads to extraction of limited inherent relationships.
On the other hand, proposed CTAPAAC encoder extracts and
fuses 4 different types of information that helps to generate
statistical vectors having discriminative features in soluble
and insoluble classes of proteins.

Supplementary file (I) contains graphical representation of
positive and negative classes clusters for proposed and exist-
ing 14 encoders across 3 benchmark datasets namely E.sol,
PSI:Biology and Price. Similar to E.coli dataset, over other
3 datasets existing encoders generate highly overlapping
clusters while proposed encoder produce disjoint clusters.
This intrinsic analysis across 4 different benchmark datasets,
reveals that proposed encoder is generic and has potential for
generating discriminative vectors among different classes.
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FIGURE 7. Intrinsic performance analysis of proposed CTAPAAC and existing sequence encoders over benchmark E.coli
dataset.

D. EXTRINSIC PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF
TRADITIONAL AND PROPOSED SEQUENCE ENCODERS
This section performs a comprehensive performance compar-
ison of the proposed protein sequence encoder with 14 most
widely used protein sequence encoders using 7 different clas-
sifiers across four benchmark datasets.

Table 4 illustrates the accuracies of 7 different classifiers
produced using statistical vectors generated through proposed
encoder and 14 existing encoders that belongs to 4 different
categories: 1 block substitution, 3 group amino acid distribu-
tion, 4 amino acid distribution, and 6 physicochemical prop-
erties based encoders. A critical analysis of Table 4 indicates
that, on E.coli dataset, from existing 4 different categories
sequence encoders, amino acid distribution based sequence
encoders mark better performance across most classifiers
followed by physicochemical properties, block substitution,
and group based amino acid distribution based sequence
encoders. From 4 amino acid distribution based sequence
encoders, ASDC [89] sequence encoder achieves peak perfor-
mance of 80.26% using RF classifier. From 6 physicochemi-
cal properties based sequence encoders, CTDD [29] achieves
best performance of 75.27%, and block substitution based
AESNN3 sequence encoder [52] marks the best performance
of 72% using ET classifier. From 3 group based amino acid
distribution based sequence encoders, GTPC [94] achieves
the best performance of 63.03%usingXGB classifier. Overall
all sequence encoders achieve better performance with tree
based classifiers. Among all sequence encoders, proposed
sequence encoder CTAPAAC significantly outperforms exist-
ing encoders using RF classifier, achieving the peak perfor-
mance of 86%.

On E.Sol dataset, physicochemical properties based
sequence encoders perform best followed by amino acid dis-
tribution class encoders, group based amino acid distribution,
and block substitution based sequence encoders, respectively.
From physicochemical properties based encoders, QSOrder
achieves the best performance of 84.67% using LR classifier

and from amino acid distribution based encoders, Distan-
cePair [54] sequence encoder achieves best performance of
82.63% using RF classifier. From group based encoders,
GDPC [94] sequence encoder achieves the best performance
of 78.25% using XGB classifier, block subsitution based
encoder AESNN3 [52] achieves best performance of 71.53%
using RF classifier. Overall, on E.Sol dataset, once again
tree based classifiers achieve better performance across most
sequence encoders. Proposed sequence encoder CTAPAAC
outperforms all existing sequence encoders by a decent mar-
gin, achieving a peak performance of 89% using RF classifier.

On PSI-Biology dataset, amino acid distribution based
sequence encoders perform better as compared to group
based amino acid distribution, physicochemical properties
based, and block substitution based sequence encoders. From
these classes, DistancePair [54], GTPC [94], APAAC [22],
and AESNN3 [52] achieve the performances of 77.04%,
76.28%, 76.03%, and 71.77% respectively using ET and
RF classifiers. Among all, proposed sequence encoder
CTAPAAC achieves the best performance of 77% using
RF classifier.

On Price-Independent dataset, physicochemical properties
based sequence encoders perform better than group based,
standalone amino acid distribution, and block substitution
based sequence encoders. From these classes, APAAC [22],
GDPC [94], DistancePair [54], AESNN3 [52] achieve good
performance around 98.5%, 98.41%, 98.34%, and 98.11%
respectively using ET and RF classifiers. Among all, pro-
posed sequence encoder CTAPAAC achieves the best perfor-
mance of 99% using RF classifier.

In a nutshell, proposed sequence encoder CTAPAAC
significantly outperforms all existing sequence encoders,
by achieving an increment of 6%, 4%, 1%, and 1% on
E.coli, E.Sol, PSI-Biology, and Price-Independent datasets
using RF classifier. This is mainly due to the compe-
tence of the proposed sequence encoder for capturing
four different types of information from protein sequences,
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TABLE 4. Extrinsic performance comparison of 7 different classifiers by utilizing proposed and existing 14 encoders in terms of accuracy.

specifically correlation, composition, distribution, and tran-
sition information of amino acids important for accurately
predicting protein solubility. Overall, proposed encoder pro-
duce best performance across all datasets and from exist-
ing encoders from existing sequence encoders, amino acids
distribution based sequence encoders achieve peak perfor-
mance on two datasets (E.coli, PSI-Biology), and on the
remaining two datasets (E.Sol, Price-Independent), physic-
ochemical properties based sequence encoders achieve the
peak performance. While block substitution-based sequence
encoder lacks to capture the comprehensive discriminative
distribution of amino acids present in sequences due to their
reliance on experimentally identified values. Group based
amino acid distribution based sequence encoders pay more
attention to higher order residues dependencies, neglect the
inter-relatedness of amino acids, their positions, and their
context in the sequences. Furthermore, the prime reason
behind the dominant performance of tree-based machine
learning classifiers across all sequence encoders is that these
classifiers make use of ensemble learning paradigm which
extracts comprehensive non-linear and complex relationships
of features and combines the predictions of multiple estima-
tors to deduce the final predictions.

Supplementary file (II) contains 9 different evaluation
measures based performance of 7 classifiers using statistical
vectors generated through 14 existing and proposed encoders
for 4 different benchmark datasets, accuracy measure, and
other 8 measures in comparison to existing encoders pro-
posed encoder produce better performance. Based on per-
formance analysis across different evaluation measures and
benchmark datasets, it can be concluded that proposed CTA-
PAAC encoder, generates more comprehensive statistical
vectors of protein sequences by compositional, transitional,
distributional and correlational information, from raw protein
sequences.

Furthermore, to evaluate the generalization of proposed
encoder over 4 benchmark datasets, we generate statistical
vectors through proposed encoder and feed them to 7 different
machine learning classifiers to perform statistical testing.
Here we compute probability value (p-value) that represents
the fraction of randomized datasets. Primarily, this signifi-
cance test makes sure if distribution of amino acids in raw
sequences slightly changes then whether proposed encoder
will manage to generate same quality statistical vectors and
further whether classifiers will be able to produce similar
performance values. To add slight noise in the datasets,
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sequences of the datasets are permuted. Over 4 benchmark
datasets, all classifiers produce p-value less than 0.1 with
10 permutations and almost 0 value with 1000 permutations.
The lowest p-value reveals that proposed encoder has poten-
tial to generate comprehensive and discriminative statistical
representation for soluble and insoluble protein sequences
even when raw sequences are slightly noisy.

E. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED
CTAPAAC PREDICTOR WITH EXISTING PREDICTORS
OVER CORE DATASETS
This section performs a comprehensive extrinsic performance
comparison of proposed predictor with existing 19 predictors
(SoluProt [38], ParsnIP [68], CamSol [78], DeepSol [41],
ProteinSol [35], SWI [12], ESM-MSA-P [84], Prot5-P [84],
ESM1b-F [84], CCSol [2], SolPro [57], PROSO II [75],
PARSnIP [68], DDcCNN [88], NetSolP [84], ProGan [33],
SeqVec [36], TAPE [67] and GraphSol [18]) over 4 bench-
mark datasets. To perform a fair performance comparison of
proposed predictor with existing predictors [2], [12], [18],
[33], [35], [36], [38], [41], [57], [67], [68], [75], [78], [84],
[88], following experimental settings of existing predictors
for PSI:biology [12] and price datasets, we computed per-
formance of proposed predictor in 5 folds cross-validation
settings. Furthermore, for E.coli dataset, following evaluation
criteria of existing predictors [2], [12], [18], [33], [35], [36],
[38], [41], [57], [67], [68], [75], [78], [84], [88], proposed
predictor is evaluated on standard split where 90% sequence
samples are used for predictor training and 10% sequences
are used to test the predictor.

FIGURE 8. Performance comparison of proposed RPPSP and 10 existing
predictors using benchmark PSI:biology dataset.

Figure 8 compares the performance of proposed predictor
and 10 existing predictors [12], [35], [38], [41], [68], [78],
[84] in terms of accuracy, AUROC and MCC. It is evident
in the Figure 8 that from existing predictors, ESM-MSA-
P predictor [84] that makes use of 33-layer evolutionary
scale language model and a linear classifier achieves the
best performance of 71%, 75% and 33% in terms of accu-
racy, AUROC and MCC. Other language modeling based
approaches including ProT5-P [84], ESM1b-F [84] and Net-
SolP [84] utilize 24-layers and linear classifiers to achieve
second best predictive performance among all existing

predictors. Third best performance across most evaluation
metrics is achieved by amino acid composition based predic-
tors such as ProteinSol [35] and SWI [12]. Among all amino
acid composition based predictors, SoluProt [38] achieves
lower performance as well as overall lowest AUROC and
MCC. From existing two amino acid structural information
based predictors, DeepSol [41] marks better AUROC and
MCC, whereas Parsnip achieves better accuracy. The only
existing amino acid physicochemical properties based pre-
dictor achieves similar performance figures as achieved by
amino acids secondary structural information based predic-
tors.

Among all predictors, proposed predictor outperforms
language modeling based predictors by the accuracy and
AUROC of 6% and MCC of 12%. It beats amino acids
physicochemical properties and structural information based
predictors by 7%, 12%, 16% in terms of accuracy, AUROC
and MCC, respectively. This is primarily due to the use of
an optimal sequence encoder which unlike existing sequence
encoders fuses composition and transition information to
capture heterogeneous short and long relations of amino acids
which are important to accurately predict protein solubility.

FIGURE 9. Performance comparison of proposed RPPSP and 10 existing
predictors using benchmark Price dataset.

Figure 9 compares performance of proposed and 5 exist-
ing predictors [12], [38], [84] over Price dataset in terms
of four different evaluation metrics. As indicated by the
Figure 9, from existing predictors, deep evolutionary scale
language modeling based predictors such as NetsolP [84],
ESM1b-F [84] and ESM12-F [84] achieve better performance
followed by amino acid composition based predictors namely
SoluProt and SWI. Among all existing predictors, SWI [12]
achieves the lowest accuracy, precision and MCC whereas
SoluProt marks the lowest AUROC.

Proposed protein solubility predictor outperforms lan-
guage modeling based predictors by accuracy and precision
of 1%,MCC and AUROC of 2% and amino acid composition
based predictors by accuracy and precision of 3%, MCC
of 6% and AUROC of 8% due to effective characterization
performed using novel sequence encoder.

Figure 10 performs performance comparison of proposed
predictor with 6 existing predictors [2], [41], [57], [68], [75],
[88] over E.coli dataset in terms of accuracy, sensitivity,
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FIGURE 10. Performance comparison of proposed RPPSP and 6 existing
predictors using E.coli benchmark dataset.

specificity and MCC. It can be seen in Figure 10 that among
three amino acid composition based predictors, DDcCNN
achieves better performance followed by PROSOII [75] and
SolPro [57]. DDcCNN achieves peak performance among all
existing predictors in terms of accuracy, specificity andMCC,
however, better sensitivity is achieved by amino acid struc-
tural information based predictor namelyDeepSol [41]. Over-
all, second best performance from existing predictors is also
achieved by DeepSol followed by another amino acid struc-
tural information based predictor namely Parnsip. Overall,
physicochemical properties based predictor CCSol achieves
the lowest accuracy, specificity, sensitivity and MCC.

Among all approaches, proposed predictor outperforms
all existing predictors across all four evaluation metrics.
It achieves the accuracy increment of 8%, sensitivity incre-
ment of 10%, specificity increment of 7% and MCC incre-
ment of 17% as compared to amino acid composition based
predictors. It outperforms amino acid structure based predic-
tors by an average of 11% and physicochemical properties
based predictors by an average of 41% mainly due to the
supreme effectiveness of novel sequence encoder.

F. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED
CTAPAAC PREDICTOR WITH EXISTING PREDICTORS OVER
TWO INDEPENDENT TEST SETS
Following the evaluation criteria of existing studies related to
protein solubility prediction, we evaluate proposed predictor
on two independent test sets. We train the proposed predictor
on full core Price dataset to test the predictor on Price inde-
pendent test set. Similarly, proposed predictor is trained on
full E.Sol dataset and tested on E.Sol independent test set.

Figure 11 indicates the performance produced by proposed
predictor and 9 existing predictors [12], [35], [38], [78], [84],
[85] in terms of accuracy, precision, MCC and AUROC.
Unlike core datasets, here, a variety of predictors including
amino acid structure information based predictors, physico-
chemical properties based predictors and amino acid compo-
sition based predictors mark quite similar performance. How-
ever, once again peak performance across all four evaluation
metrics is achieved by evolutionary scale language modeling
based predictors, achieving the best accuracy of 73%, pre-
cision of 77%, MCC of 40.2% and AUROC of 76%. From

FIGURE 11. Over Price Independent test set, performance comparison of
proposed RPPSP and 9 existing predictors.

all existing predictors, amino acid composition based predic-
tor achieves the lowest performance across most evaluation
metrics. Like all core datasets, on Price independent dataset,
proposed predictor achieves optimal predictive performance
across all four evaluation metrics, achieving 99% accuracy,
precision and AUROC and 97% MCC.

FIGURE 12. Over E.Sol Independent test set, performance comparison of
proposed RPPSP and 6 existing predictors.

Furthermore, Figure 12 illustrates the performance of pro-
posed and six existing predictors produced over E.Sol inde-
pendent dataset in terms of five different evaluation metrics.
Like Price independent datasets, here, once again, all exist-
ing predictors show quite similar performance trends except
amino acid composition based ProteinSol. Performance of
most existing approaches falls around 78%, 87%, 79%, 71%
and 74% in terms of accuracy, AUROC, precision, recall and
F1-score. Proposed protein solubility predictor once again
outperforms all existing predictors achieves more than 88%
performance across all distinct evaluation metrics. Overall,
it achieves the increment of 11%, 5%, 10%, 19% and 15% in
terms of accuracy, AUROC, precision, recall and F1-score.

In a nutshell, a comprehensive performance comparison
of proposed protein solubility predictor with a variety of
existing predictors using different benchmark core and inde-
pendent datasets proves the dominance of proposed approach.
It achieves decent performance increment on core datasets
and huge performance increments on independent datasets,
indicating great generalizability. Prime reason of supreme
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predictive performance and generalizability of proposed pre-
dictor is the use of more effective sequence encoder that
unlike existing sequence encoders manages to capture dis-
criminative distribution of amino acids in highly variable
length protein sequences that are important to accurately
predict protein solubility across different species.

VI. LIMITATIONS OF PROPOSED ENCODER
Proposed encoder transforms raw protein sequences into sta-
tistical vectors by extracting 4 different types of information
namely correlation, distribution, composition and transition.
However, while extracting 4 different types of information
generated vectors may contain some redundant information.
This redundant information may hinder the predictive per-
formance of machine learning classifiers. To fully utilize the
potential of proposed encoder, we believe in overall predictive
pipeline induction of appropriate feature selection method
may further improve the performance of proposed solubility
predictor.

VII. CONCLUSION
Protein solubility prediction plays important role in under-
standing diverse types of intracellular and pathological pro-
cesses and pave way for the development of novel therapies
and drugs. Considering the need of statistical encoder that
discretizes protein sequences, this paper presents a novel
sequence encoder that transforms raw protein sequences into
statistical vectors by extracting 4 different types of informa-
tion namely correlation, distribution, transition and compo-
sition. A comprehensive experimentation, over 4 benchmark
datasets reveals that proposed encoder significantly improves
the performance of 7 different machine learning classifiers.
Overall, proposed encoder alongwith random forest classifier
outperforms existing predictors over 4 benchmark datasets
namely: PSI:Biology, price (5fold), e.coli, price (indepen-
dent), esol (independent) with a significant margin of 6%,
1%, 7%, 25% and 10% in terms of accuracy, respectively.
As proposed encoder has potential to extract diverse types
of information from raw protein sequences while generating
statistical representation, so we believe proposed encoder can
be utilized to perform other protein sequence analysis tasks
such as protein family classification and protein subcellular
location prediction. To enhance the future capabilities of
the proposed predictor, an important direction is to involve
incorporating an appropriate feature selection method. This
selectionmethodwould help in effectively filtering out redun-
dant information from the generated vectors. By removing
unnecessary or redundant features, the proposed predictor can
focus on themost relevant and informative ones, which would
ultimately lead to improved performance and accuracy.
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